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ABSTRACT

In recent years, the Q-factor of Si3N4 nanomechanical resonators has significantly been increased by soft-clamping techniques using large
and complex support structures. To date, however, obtaining similar performance with smaller supports has remained a challenge. Here, we
make use of torsion beam supports to tune the Q-factor of Si3N4 string resonators. By design optimization of the supports, we obtain a 50%
Q-factor enhancement compared to the standard clamped–clamped string resonators. By performing experimental and numerical studies,
we show that further improvement of the Q-factor is limited by a trade-off between maximizing stress and minimizing torsional support stiff-
ness. Thus, our study also provides insight into dissipation limits of high-stress string resonators and outlines how advanced designs can be
realized for reaching ultimate f0 � Q product while maintaining a small footprint.

VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0133177

Nanomechanical resonators are receiving growing interest owing
to their high force sensitivity and ultra-low dissipation. They have
demonstrated strong potential for mass sensing,1,2 force sensing,3–6

and transducer applications.7–9 Moreover, nanomechanical systems
are promising platforms to explore fundamental physics in both
the classical10 and quantum11–14 regimes. In recent decades, there has
been a tremendous drive toward increasing the mechanical Q-factor of
nanomechanical resonators to maximally benefit from the important
performance advantages this offers:15–17 when dissipation is low, reso-
nant sensors, clocks, and frequency synthesizers can be operated at
large oscillation amplitudes with low power. Moreover, low losses
diminish the thermomechanical-noise induced motion of the resona-
tor via the fluctuation–dissipation theorem.15,18 This low noise results
in higher signal-to-noise ratio and improves the limit of detection in
sensor applications. Finally, in the quantum regime, a high-Q isolates
the resonant mode from being affected by thermomechanical noise
and, thus, protects quantum states from decoherence.19,20

A main methodology for increasing Q in Si3N4 resonators has
been the increase in tension.21–24 This dissipation-dilution mechanism
has resulted in large Q enhancements, especially in materials like
Si3N4 that can be grown with high intrinsic tensile stress.25,26

However, the increase in stress in a clamped–clamped string is associ-
ated with an increase in the bending curvature near the clamping
points which, in turn, limits the dissipation-dilution factor.27,28 Recent
efforts have enabled mitigating these losses by soft-clamping techni-
ques, which involve large support structures that allow high-stress to
be preserved while maintaining small curvatures near the edge of the
resonant mode.17,29,30

Here, we investigate an alternative approach for reducing dis-
sipation in Si3N4 string resonators by suspending the string using
torsion beam supports instead of the more conventional direct
clamping at the edges.31,32 To determine the Q-factor limits of this
approach, we study experimentally, analytically, and numerically—
by means of the Finite Element Method (FEM)—how the support
dimensions can be used to optimize the resonance frequency and
Q-factor in string resonators. We show that the supports enable
stress engineering over a wide range from 0.10 to 0.80 GPa, while
also controlling the torsional and out-of-plane translational stiff-
ness of supports. We also demonstrate a Q enhancement of 50%,
which is limited due to a support design trade-off between maxi-
mizing the string’s stress and minimizing the supports’ torsional
stiffness.
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To get an intuitive understanding of this trade-off, before discus-
sing detailed analytical and numerical models (see also Secs. S3–S5 of
the supplementary material), we first analyze a simplified analytical
model of the Q-factor of string resonators with non-ideal supports.
Theoretically, an ideal string resonator would be free to rotate around
its pinned endpoints. In practice, however, as we show in Fig. 1, the sup-
ports always have a finite torsional stiffness kt and out-of-plane transla-
tional stiffness k that will cause the support point to move and rotate
along with the resonant motion of the string. Although this support
motion has little effect on the resonance frequency and mode shape of
the string, it can have a significant influence on the dissipation in nano-
mechanical string resonators.10,33,34 To estimate the effect of supports
on the mechanical Q, we consider the string resonator with a known
tension Fb and assume that the tension is high enough to neglect the
effects of the support on the mode shape, such that the fundamental
resonant mode can be assumed as /bðxÞ ¼ /0 sin ðpx=LbÞ, where
x denotes spatial coordinate, /0 is the amplitude of the mode shape,
and Lb is the resonator’s length. As a consequence of its motion, the
string will exert a force and torque on the support with energy storage

Wk ¼ 1
2 kD

2
o and Wt ¼ 1

2 kth
2, for small angles h � d/bðxÞ

dx jx¼0, associ-
ated with the supports’ out-of-plane deflection Do and torsional rotation
h, respectively. We also note that the force balance in the out-of-plane

z-direction is given by Fb;z ¼ Fb
d/bðxÞ
dx jx¼0 ¼ kDo, where Fb ¼ Abrb

and Ab is the cross-sectional area of the string. Using the given mode
shape, the strain energy stored in the fundamental mode of the string
can be written asWr ¼ p2Fb/

2
0=ð4LbÞ.

After having established these equations, we obtain Q of a string
resonator33 with translational and torsional supports,

Q ¼ Wr

2Wk þ 2Wt
þ 1

� �
Q0 �

Q0Lb
4

Fb
k
þ kt
Fb

� ��1
; (1)

where Q0 is the intrinsic quality factor due to material damping. The
equation shows that, as long as Fb=k� kt=Fb, an increase in tension
Fb can enlarge the Q-factor of the string resonator via dissipation dilu-
tion. The increase in Q continues until around Fb=k � kt=Fb and at
Fb;max ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ktk
p

the Q-factor will show a maximum value Qmax

¼ Q0Lb
8

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=kt

p
.

This approximate equation tells us that optimization of support
structures requires to maximize their out-of-plane translational

stiffness k, while minimizing their torsional stiffness kt, in order to
minimize losses due to bending and torsional motion. Furthermore, a
third important requirement is that in-plane stiffness ki of the support
[see Figs. 1 and Sec. S3(a) of the supplementary material] and the
material’s initial isotropic pre-stress r0 are high enough to prevent the
string tension Fb from dropping far below Fb;max after the release etch.
This tension reduction is a consequence of the support’s in-plane
deflection Di ¼ Fb=ki. To validate these guidelines and explore their
potential for enhancingQ, we will now present a more accurate experi-
mental and numerical study of the effect of the support design on the
Q-factor of string resonators.

The string resonators in this work are fabricated from a high-
stress Si3N4 layer with a thickness h ¼ 340 nm and an initial pre-
stress r0 ¼ 1:1 GPa grown by low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) on a silicon substrate.35 The devices are suspended by a
fluorine-based (SF6) deep reactive ion underetching step. All nanome-
chanical resonators studied in this work are fabricated on the same
chip, which has the advantage of providing identical pre-stress r0 and
thickness h of the Si3N4 layer.

To optimize the support design, control is needed over the tor-
sional stiffness kt, out-of-plane translational stiffness k, and string
stress rb. For this purpose, we utilize a rectangular doubly clamped
support structure with length Ls and width ws. The resonator is con-
nected at both ends to the center of such a torsion beam support. The
studied Si3N4 strings have lengths Lb ¼ 100, 200, 300, and 400lm.
The support length is always kept at Ls ¼ 31 lm while the support
width varies from ws ¼ 1 lm to 8 lm.

Figure 2(a) shows a picture of an actual device, whose fundamen-
tal resonance frequency is characterized using the measurement setup
shown in Fig. 2(b). The chip with string resonators is placed on a piezo
actuator that shakes the chip to drive the resonators into resonance.
To characterize the resonance frequencies and Q-factors, we use an
MSA400 Polytec Laser Doppler Vibrometer connected to a Zurich
Instruments HF2LI lock-in amplifier to measure the out-of-plane
velocity of the middle of the string, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The mea-
surements are performed at room temperature in a vacuum chamber
at a pressure below 2� 10�6 mbar to minimize the effect of gas
damping.

For each resonator, we perform a frequency sweep in the linear
regime to determine the resonance frequency f0 of the fundamental
out-of-plane mode by fitting a Lorentzian to the data points [see
Fig. 2(c)]. To ensure that the demodulator filter bandwidth does not
affect the determination of the Q-factor, we determine Q from the
ring-down measurements [see Fig. 2(d)]. Thus, the measured reso-
nance frequencies f0 andQ-factors of 24 clamped–clamped string reso-
nators with varying values of Lb and ws are tabulated in S1 of the
supplementary material. Resonance frequencies range from 0. 26 to
2.40MHz. In addition, we assume that Si3N4 is isotropic, with
Young’s modulus E1 and loss modulus E2 identical in all directions,
and characterize a set of singly clamped Si3N4 cantilevers to precisely
determine the Young’s modulus E1 ¼ 271 GPa, and the intrinsic qual-
ity factor Q0 ¼ 11 774 due to material losses, which is close to litera-
ture values25,35 (see S2 of the supplementary material).

A key advantage of the torsion beam support design is that it pro-
vides an effective way to control the stress rb in the string resonators
made from a strained layer with an initial stress r0. It, thus, provides
an alternative to the recently presented geometric stress tuning

FIG. 1. Schematic model for a string resonator with non-ideal supports. At the
clamping points, the string exerts a tension ~F b and a torque ~M b on the support,
which are balanced by the in-plane translational spring ki , the out-of-plane transla-
tional spring k, and the torsional spring kt of the support structure.
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method32 for obtaining a large number of string resonators, with
widely varying rb, from 0.15 to 0.74 GPa [see Fig. 3(b)], on the
same chip by adjusting the support geometry. After the Si release
etch, the high-stress Si3N4 string resonators are suspended, and as
a consequence of the finite in-plane stiffness ki of the support, the
string becomes slightly shorter, which causes the string stress to
reduce to rb. In Fig. 3(a), we show FEM simulations of the effect of
the support design on the string stress rb;FEM. For small values of
ws; ki reduces, and consequently rb in the string is lower after the
release etch.

Before analyzing the Q of the resonators, we use their measured
f0 to determine the string stress using the equation for the fundamental
resonance frequency f0 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rb; exp =ð4L2bqÞ

p
of a simply supported

string,

rb; exp � 4qL2b f
2
0 ; (2)

where the literature value of Si3N4 mass density is taken as
q ¼ 3100 kg/m3. For the high-stress devices in this work, the effect of
bending rigidity on rb is less than 1% and is, therefore, neglected.31 To
validate this procedure, we plot in Fig. 3(b) the value of rb;FEM (filled
triangles) as obtained from FEM [Fig. 3(a)] against the experimentally
determined value rb; exp from Eq. (2) for all 24 devices. The correspon-
dence between experiments and simulations gives us confidence in
using Eq. (2) for extracting the stress in string resonators. The
observed stress tuning effect can also be approximated by static analy-
sis [see Sec. S3(a) of the supplementary material] of the string after the
release etch,

rb;an �
r0ð1� �Þ

1þ 2E1Ab=ðkiLbÞ
: (3)

The string stress calculated from this equation is also shown as
open triangles in Fig. 3(b), with the analytical equation providing quite
a good approximation of rb;FEM at high stress values, but deviating at
lower stresses for the supports with small widths.

Although the resonance frequency mainly depends on the string
stress rb, which in turn depends on the in-plane stiffness ki of the sup-
port, the Q-factor is also sensitive to the torsional and out-of-plane
translational stiffness of the support as expected from Eq. (1). In Fig. 4,
we plot the experimentally measured Q-factors for various string
lengths Lb and support widths ws. Figure 4(a) shows that a large range
of resonance frequencies f0 and Q-factors can be covered by tuning
these two parameters on the same chip. In Fig. 4(b), it can be seen that
for each value of Lb the Q-factor increases with increasing rb, as

FIG. 2. Experimental characterization of
the nanomechanical resonators. (a)
False-colored scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of an string resona-
tor with Lb ¼ 200, wb ¼ 4, Ls ¼ 31,
ws ¼ 4:5lm, and the corresponding
numerical model. (b) Schematics of mea-
surement setup. (c) Harmonic response
of the string resonator shown in (a),
excited near its fundamental resonance
frequency. (d) Ring-down measurement
of the string resonator in (a), after stop-
ping the resonant driving of the funda-
mental mode. The y-axis is normalized to
the amplitude at t¼ 0.

FIG. 3. Comparison between experimental and simulated stress. (a) FEM simulations
show how the string’s stress after the release can be varied using the support width
design. (b) rb;FEM obtained from FEM (filled triangles) and rb;an calculated from
Eq. (3) (open triangles, Poisson ratio taken as � ¼ 0:2328,35) are plotted against
experimentally obtained rb; exp using Eq. (2) for resonators of different lengths.
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expected from dissipation dilution, with Q increasing approximately
proportional to Lb [as expected from Eq. (1)]. However, around a
stress of 700MPa, the Q� rb curve flattens off, showing a maximum
value above which a slight reduction in Q is observed.

Although we anticipated such an optimal value of Q in Eq. (1),
the actual situation is somewhat more complicated. Since in Fig. 4(b) it
is not only rb (Fb ¼ Abrb) that is increasing but actually increasing ws

also causes simultaneous increase in the support’s kt and k. To fully
capture this effect, we present in Fig. 4 simulated values of Q both using
FEM (circles) and using an analytical model (solid lines) that solves the
Euler–Bernoulli beam equation in the presence of stress10 for the
boundary conditions given in Fig. 1 (see Secs. S4 and S5 of the supple-
mentary material). The FEM simulations capture the experimental Q
values closely. The analytical model, which determines the values of kt
and k from the support geometry [see Sec. S3(b) of the supplementary
material], also capturesQ quite well, although it overestimatesQ for the
longer string lengths by 17%. It is important to note that the maximum
values obtained in strings with torsion beam supports (open diamonds)
is substantially higher (up to 50%) than the Q obtained in directly
clamped strings of the same length (filled diamonds), despite the higher
stress rb in those directly clamped ones [see Fig. 4(b)]. This observation
provides evidence that not only high string stress rb but also low tor-
sional stiffness of the support kt is required for obtaining highQ.

Moreover, we should realize that to reach a high maximum qual-
ity factorQmax � Q0Lb

8

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=kt

p
requires not only a low torsional stiffness

kt but also a large out-of-plane translational stiffness k. However, for
the torsion design presented here—and many other compliant support
designs—decreasing kt, e.g., by reducing ws or increasing Ls, will also
decrease k such that their ratio is not easily tuned by the orders of
magnitude that are needed to reach record Q values. An extensive
study of the Q-factor as a function of ws and Ls is presented in Sec. S5
of the supplementary material to assess the influence from supports’
geometry over a larger parameter range. The presented models and
experiments, thus, expose a trade-off that has to be made among rb, k,
and kt, which limit the ultimate Q that can be obtained using string
resonators with compliant supports.

A potential method to overcome this limitation is the use of peri-
odic string resonators that move out of phase, like the one illustrated

in Fig. 5. By having anti-symmetrically vibrating resonators with
respect to a central support, the effect of two opposite forces Fb on the
support cancels, and the support displacement is equal to zero. This
allows reducing kt to a very low value without diminishing rb. This
periodic resonator configuration resolves two issues: first, the spring k
is not deflected in the out-of-plane direction [such that Wk is zero in
Eq. (1)], and second, rb in the string does not depend on the in-plane
stiffness ki of the support anymore, since the in-plane displacement of
the support has also become zero. As a consequence, kt can be mini-
mized without leading to a reduction in ki and rb.

However, in a linear configuration, this periodicity cannot be
continued indefinitely, and non-periodic end-supports are needed. An
interesting idea to avoid the necessity of such end-supports is to couple
the periodic anti-symmetric resonators at a 180�/n (integer n> 1)
angle via torsion springs with very low kt in a regular polygon arrange-
ment, as was recently demonstrated,35,36 yielding record-high Q values
exceeding a billion.

In the presence of periodic boundary conditions, k and ki become
infinitely large such that the only relevant parameters in Eq. (1) are Fb
and kt. Thus, the ultimate value of the f0Q product (for h2 � w2

s and
assuming other loss mechanisms are negligible) approximately
becomes (see S6 of the supplementary material),

f0 � Qð Þmax �
3Q0ð1� �Þ

3
2r

1
2
0wbLs

8q
1
2w3

s

: (4)

FIG. 4. Effect of support design on Q. The figures show Q as a function of fundamental resonance frequency f0 (a), stress rb; exp calculated from Eq. (2) (b), and support width ws
(c). Experimental results (diamonds) are compared to those obtained by FEM (circles) and analytically (solid lines). The solid diamonds represent the experimental Q-factors of
directly clamped strings without torsion supports. All samples have Ls ¼ 31 and wb ¼ 2lm, while Lb and ws are varied. All data with the same Lb [labels in (a)] has the same color.

FIG. 5. Periodic string resonator configuration. The anti-symmetric vibration mode
stabilizes the translational displacement of the central support and preserves the
high stress in the string at the same time.
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It is interesting to note that in the ultimate limit, the f0Q product
in Eq. (4) has become independent of the string thickness and string
length, such that it mainly depends on the design of the support (ws

and Ls) and increasing it will require supports with very low torsional
stiffness.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the effect of support design on
the Q-factor of high-stress Si3N4 nanomechanical string resonators.
By engineering torsion beam supports, we control the resonator’s
stress rb as well as the support’s torsional stiffness kt and out-of-plane
translational stiffness k without any post-fabrication manipulation.23

Tuning these parameters over a large range allows us to investigate
their role on the dissipation and present validated models for estimat-
ing the mechanical Q of string resonators. More importantly, we find
that the interplay between these geometric parameters allows us to
determine the optimal support geometry that optimizes Q for string
resonators of fixed length. The Q cannot be increased indefinitely due
to design trade-offs that limit the possibility to design supports that
both have low torsional stiffness kt and high in-plane stiffness ki. It is
this realization that explains the success of soft-clamping and periodic
clamping methodologies which can further increaseQ above the limits
of simple string resonators. The challenge remains to find the most
effective way to create high-Q resonators with minimal device dimen-
sions. The presented models, methods, and insight can help toward
achieving higher Q-factors without requiring ever increasing device
areas and provide a route toward realizing arrays of sensor devices
with widely varying values of f0 and Q on the same chip with optimal
sensitivity and resolution.37

See the supplementary material for the measurement data and
characterization of Si3N4 as well as the FEM simulation and detailed
analytical derivation about Q-factor of string resonators with torsion
supports.
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